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introduction
After spending many years now studying the difficult implementation of work equity in Quebec organizations, to say nothing of pay equity, and the meager improvement of gender mixture figures, I have become familiar with various official macro explanations of these difficulties: economic recession, a non-coercive approach​[1]​, delayed changes in vocational training options among designated groups and related delayed results in terms of graduates, etc. 
At the micro level, many other official explanations are provided, usually holding management responsible; actually, according to both systems that apply in Quebec, management alone is held responsible for the program. Now, indeed, Quebec’s legal framework for employment equity does not require union involvement, as we will see later. 
Even if these different official explanations do shed light on important implementation problems​[2]​, none of them accounts for an important part of my results, which are more controversial: the resistance women meet from their male colleagues in blue-collar work settings. I do not stand alone when I say this; it is now fully acknowledged, as we shall see later, that economic recession and flaws in the implementation process are not sufficient to account for the meager results of the policies, whether legal or organizational. It is also fully acknowledged that other economic and cultural factors are at stake here. 
This article analyses some of the results of an empirical study​[3]​ made of six organizations operating in various sectors that have implemented initiatives to integrate women in sectors of employment that are traditionaly male sectors (TMS). Many of these organizations did so as part of the more general implementation of an Affirmative Action Program (AAP) or a Workplace Equity Program (WEP)​[4]​. 
This project was carried out with the authorization and cooperation of the Human Resources Management (HRM) and the Union Executive Officers (UEOs) in these organizations and also in cooperation with women's employment groups counseling in these environments, when relevant. Three of the six work settings studied hire unionized blue-collar, traditionally male, workers, in settings that usually did not mix genders. This article bears on these three. 
Here, I will first briefly expose the legal framework in which these programs are implemented in Quebec. I will then say a few words about the purpose of all this research and about the method. I will then provide some selected findings, specifically concerning the resistance women meet from male colleagues in blue-collar unionized work settings. I will then discuss further an economic approach of this phenomenon, which is all too often analyzed as cultural at the outset. I will further discuss this last one too and, lastly, offer a new framework for reconciling both. 
the legal frameWORK of employment equity in QuEbec
It should be noted that the Government of Quebec has never required all employers to hire women or to improve the figures for target groups and, for the purposes of this article, women's representation. Only the Canadian government has required this, since 1985, in the case of organizations hiring 100 employees or more, under the Employment Equity Act (RSC, 1995, c. 44). This law applies only to organizations that come under federal jurisdiction in keeping with the Canadian Constitution (banks, airlines, navy ships and communications - TV broadcasting, telephone, telegraph, etc.). 
In general, the Government of Quebec has opted for a voluntary approach with respect to all employers. Unlike the Pay Equity Act, Quebec’s Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms (RSQ, 1977, c. C-12) provides a non-coercive framework that allows organizations to decide whether or not to implement a program, unless they are: 
-	a government department or public organization; 
-	subject to “contract compliance”; indeed, both the Canadian and Quebec governments do require organizations that solicit contracts and subsidies from them to implement equity programs for target groups, under “contract compliance”.
-	subject to recommendation made by the Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse du Québec (CDP) or a court order. 
Nevertheless, as soon as an employer wishes to implement such an AAP, it has to comply with Part III of Quebec’s Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms and its guidelines. 
Quebec’s legal framework for employment equity, unlike that provided in the Pay Equity Act, does not require management to consult or involve their employees or their unions and, unlike the Act respecting occupational health and safety (RSQ, c. S-2.1), it does not insist on joint management/labor committees for managing equity programs. Under both systems, when unions do get involved, it is of their own will and they have to negotiate their involvement with management. 
AAPs can apply to four target groups: women, members of cultural communities, people with disabilities, and Native People. Their objectives are essentially to increase the representation of the members of the target groups and to break down the sexual segregation of jobs by providing access to all types of jobs. 
In short, the legal framework for the preferential hiring of members of the target groups under the charters (in the case at hand, women) functions as follows: management of the volunteer or compelled organization must set quantitative objectives with respect to the representation of women. But there is a ceiling; the Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse du Québec (CDP) must approve a desired level of representation for women (as for any of the target groups) for any job in the organization (based on the average representation in the labor market as a whole for a particular job). 
In fact, the advantages, if the CDP procedure is not respected, may result in lawsuits for “reverse discrimination”. The CDP provides a framework for establishing quantitative objectives and attributing advantages so as to determine a level beyond which the advantages are no longer legitimate and can result in complaints from the members of the groups that do not enjoy such advantages. The CDP has determined that the acceptable level for quantitative objectives within a given company should correspond to the level of representation of the target groups that should be attained in order to compensate for the prejudicial effects of the systematic discrimination which the group in question has suffered in that particular company. 
Therefore, it is necessary to establish the criterion for systemic discrimination: this criterion refers to the under-representation of the members of the target groups​[5]​. 
It should be noted that this criterion does not result in a verdict of guilt under the Quebec charter. It is merely a threshold under which it is possible to implement preferential criteria for selecting personnel without being accused of "reverse discrimination" under the charter. 
The members of the target groups are "under-represented" when their numbers in a given job are less than their availability rate on the job market. Under-use is determined in two steps. First, the availability of the members of the target groups on the pertinent job market is determined. This is the percentage of people in a given target group who are qualified to hold each position offered by the organization, or their ability to acquire such the qualifications (those who hold the job, those who are unemployed and looking for this kind of work, and those who have been trained to do such work). This percentage is then compared to the number of employees in the same group within the organization, for each category of job. The difference between the availability of a group for job X on the market and the percentage of that group holding the same job within Organization Y determines under-use and, in fact, the “protected” threshold of quantitative hiring objectives. 
When this threshold is established, the employer may practice preferential hiring or promotion for the members of the target groups, insofar as they have the same qualifications as the other candidates, until these objectives are attained. This last condition is important as otherwise, when candidates without the required qualifications are hired, this interferes with both their personal integration and the integration of the entire group. 
This was the case when equity policies set ‘blind’ numerical targets in the sense that organizations had to hire a given number of people from the target groups regardless of their qualifications (so-called quotas in US). This does not necessarily mean that such recruits were unqualified, of course, but it leaves the door open for underrating the skills of the people hired. 
Numerical objectives are not hiring quotas in the sense that they are not based on the obligatory and automatic hiring of individuals based on the sole fact that they belong to the designated group. Just the opposite, in fact. They are subject to the criteria established for the position (the Bona Fide Occupational Requirements - BFOR) and based, above all, on a specific assessment of the situation to be corrected​[6]​. 
The general public has a very poor understanding of the manner in which such objectives are implemented in keeping with the CDP approach and the workers are part of this public. There is still a great deal of confusion with respect to the quantitative hiring objectives based on equal qualifications as implemented under the Quebec and Canadian approach, on the one hand, and American quotas, on the other. Sooner or later, this perception will seriously discredit any equity program or corrective measures (such as quantitative objectives) and, in the longer term, the representation of women. 
No employer is required to hire members of the target groups who do not have the necessary qualifications in keeping with the framework established by the CDP. Yet, the fact that systemic discrimination has been demonstrated leads us to conclude that members of the target groups must be hired on a preferential basis – as long as they have the required qualifications – until the quantitative objectives determined in keeping with the availability analysis have been attained, in order to eliminate this type of discrimination. 
The implementation of quantitative objectives were recommended by both the Canadian and the Quebec governments following a decision issued by the Supreme Court of Canada. The former concluded that preferential hiring was the only way in which to overcome the effects of the systemic discrimination inherent in current human resources management procedures and then, also, in the application of voluntary, less coercive measures based on equal opportunity​[7]​. 
The employer must also analyze its employment practices in order to eliminate any trace of systemic discrimination and make long-term changes in its practices. Systemic discrimination is the fundamental concept behind the entire Quebec legal apparatus in terms of equity. It is based on leaving out of account the intent to discriminate in the process for evaluating a discriminatory situation by the commission or the court, and replacing it with the notion of the detrimental effect on the members of the target groups. Systemic discrimination is neither explicit, nor voluntary, neither conscious nor intentional. It is often the result of a management system that is based on a certain number of presuppositions, most often implicit, with respect to various groups and includes practices and traditions that perpetuate a situation of inequality with respect to the members of the target groups. There is no guilt in the fact that the court decides that systemic discrimination exists, only an obligation to eliminate the detrimental effects specifically by implementing an affirmative access program. 
The outcomes of this regime
Equity programs are built on an important premise, namely the wish of women to have free access to the entire job market, as for other minorities. According to the reports by Quebec​[8]​ and Canadian​[9]​ affirmative action agencies, the results of the programs implemented are not encouraging. Progress has generally been slow and meager. The programs do not meet their objectives; namely they do not increase the representation of the target groups (in this case, women) or reduce the segregation of jobs (sexual, among others, as well as ethnic, but I will not talk about this). 
Moreover, although results among professional or administrative jobs were relatively good, the results were particularly poor for blue-collar jobs such as the building trades, for instance, or the best paid factory jobs. 
As for the AAPs, the CDP’s last assessment reports that although the representation of women increased by 3.4%, which is an interesting inroad in a general economic environment where employment in the same organizations decreased by 4.9%, it was mainly in middle management jobs. Skilled trades and blue-collar jobs did not show the same improvement. Far from it. Indeed, according to the objectives provided, the representation of women in these organizations fell short of the initial objectives by 13% and, therefore, to the average representation of women in these same jobs​[10]​. 
As for the WEPs, the same can be said for the organizations that were required to implement programs. Namely, women are mainly hired in clerical-related occupations and were found in the three following occupational groups – clerical personnel, administrative and senior clerical personnel and supervisors for clerical, sales or services workers – accounting for 63.7% of the women hired in these organizations in 1999. Women made inroads in middle and upper management, too (from 22.6% in 1998 up to 23.3% in 1999), but not as manual workers, where their representation decreased from 16.3 to 13.6%. And while semi-skilled jobs are still relatively open (the number of women increasing from 6.7% in 1998 to 11.8% in 1999), skilled jobs still account for the decrease in the representation of women​[11]​. 
Indeed, based on both official reports and my study, it is difficult for organizations to attain their hiring objectives particularly in the building sites and production industries, which are very closed to women and, to a lesser degree, members of ethnic minorities. The same can be said of Quebec, Canada and United States​[12]​. 
Throughout this research, my purpose was to study what goes on locally, when a program is implemented in environments where both management, particularly the HRMs, and the union executive officers (UEOs) are strongly motivated in terms of equity. I wanted to look for the micro social factors at stake, because official talk about the flaws in these plans always concerns macro social factors, such as economic slowdowns. It is not that these factors are not important, they are; but they are not the only important factors. 
Method of case studies
Thirty-six interviews were conducted in the three case studies of interest here: five or more with women in each workplace, the same number with their male colleagues, two with management representatives, and two with union representatives. These organizations operate in the urban transit maintenance, food wholesale and funeral services (specifically a cemetery) sectors. The workers interviewed hold skilled blue-collar jobs or trade jobs. As the women were invited to talk about their past experiences, you will also hear tales from the building sites as tradeswomen often worked on building sites before joining those organizations. 
The semi-structured interviews lasted approximately one and a half hours and focused on the management of the Affirmative Action Program (AAP), recruiting and selection procedures, the welcome given new recruits, training, mobility, longer-term integration, policies and practices for dealing with harassment and for reconciling work and family. 
Although this sample may be considered very small, it should be noted that in each of the organizations studied, interviewing five or six women who hold non-traditional occupations means interviewing between half and all of the women who hold that type of position. Of course, the same cannot be said for men in the same occupations. Yet, when the results were presented to the various representatives (both the HRM executives and the UEOs received copies of reports​[13]​ including anonymous extracts from the interviews), they all said they recognized the usual, daily discourse of the men they employ or deal with. 
Let’s agree on the fact that the interest of case studies lies in the in-depth study of the unfolding of a process and not in the potential for generalization. I would never claim to have such materials. 
Moreover, since I was an independent university researcher, and not an investigator, both managers and unions voluntarily agreed to receive me with my team, although several of the organizations we initially approached did refuse our visits. Therefore, the organizations in question can definitely be considered a sample that is not representative of all organizations, particularly since they are more prepared to open themselves up for examination and comparison. However, instead of downplaying this aspect of the make-up of my sample, I consider it an asset for the following reasons. 
First, considering the meager results obtained in all of the organizations that have implemented programs, primarily with respect to blue-collar work settings, I believe that it is relevant to discuss the problems encountered in organizations where the process is implemented voluntarily by vanguard employers and unions. It is based on the premise that the problems encountered in these organizations cannot be attributed to a lack of local motivation. In this case, it is highly likely that any problems encountered are inherent in the process. As a result, the lack of motivation often used to explain the failure of such programs is no longer valid since both management and the union are committed to implementing the program and improving employment equity within their organization. Therefore, there are other problems, which this investigation has helped me to identify. 
I also believe that these local flaws are largely broadcast and influence the other employers and unions, who are often expecting the results to come... 
This study is original in one respect, among others, because the case studies made of each organization included both men and women, managers and union executives, thereby giving us an opportunity to study the relationships between the groups that have been set up locally to promote these experiments. Although many other studies include interviews with representatives of each of these groups (for example, Garon, 1993), they did not result in individual profiles of organizational dynamics because the individuals interviewed were not picked up in the same places. 
successES and flaws - Summary of the findings
Given the global research goal, that is to say identifying success factors and obstacles in particular environments, I divided the success and failure factors into four groups depending on the social actors responsible for the action at stake: HRMs, UEOs, male colleagues and women. This is based on the assumption that the actors in each one of these social groups share in a particular set of interests with respect to work equity. As such, they can at times confront each other. This particular assumption is developed in the discussion. 
What comes out of that operation is, first, the list of factors in the table of contents of the final report, provided in the appendix. Now, I would like to make a few concluding remarks on the success factors. 
I have observed that certain essential criteria for success have now been attained and cannot therefore account for the flaws any longer. Few are specific to women and many are the responsibility of the HRMs. Although the HRMs are essentially responsible for the success factors, that is because they are legally responsible for employment equity. 
This does not detract in any manner from the performance of the HRMs. I believe that they do well because they make a commitment to employment equity on their own initiative. This voluntary approach has certain inconveniences, particularly the fact that it seriously limits the number of organizations affected by affirmative action programs. It does, however, have the advantage, for local groups, of involving only those organizations that are interested in implementing affirmative action programs. 
It is noteworthy, however, that the success factors affect the initial steps in the process, namely those steps that the CDP has thoroughly documented and for which both information and training are provided. As for the success factors, I will not review the obstacles that come under the jurisdiction of the HRMs since this has been done elsewhere​[14]​ and one can go over it in the appendix. 
Yet, some very tough obstacles now occur after the initial steps, after the women have been hired and have to survive within the organization. As we will now see, through the six case studies, I have observed resistance and exclusion mechanisms in workplaces that are consistent in nature from one site to another, but not in efficiency. The male colleagues of women, using a more or less silent form of violence, are involved in these. This may help explain the failure to integrate new recruits into the workplace on a long-term basis in certain sectors, while this is done successfully in others. This does not mean that management is not involved in such a climate; on the contrary, as we will see in the conclusion, they can and do take action with respect to these facts. 
In just as noteworthy a manner, we observed that, although certain major obstacles can be attributed to the male workers, few success factors can be attributed to them as a group, according to the interviews we conducted. Of course, we often hear about individuals who have supported women during difficult times or in the face of hostile colleagues. Some foremen may also support the hiring of women, whereas others do not. 
This does not mean that they should actively support women’s inroads. Indeed, one of the confusing ideas in this debate over men’s attitudes towards women in TMS can be that women need to be ‘patronized’, supported, greeted and cheered on when they are so daring. Just the opposite is true, in fact, as demonstrated by a survey comparing the job satisfaction of a large sample of women in TMS (blue-collar skilled jobs) with that of others in traditional sectors​[15]​. This survey shows that women, in any sector, do attribute more importance to pay, job security and work itself than to social climate​[16]​. In fact, they do favor pay and the nature of their work and do not mind a little fuss being made over them being women. The opposite would be a misleading, stereotyped focus. 
If women in TMS did not favor money and the nature of their work, why would they choose an option that is in no way socially designed for them? To put it simply, we must make a distinction between women favoring their social climate and developing friendships with colleagues and women disliking and suffering as a result of hostility and exclusion. These are different phenomena and both, if studied, could be found well distributed among men and women. Who knows? But we are talking here of the second one, a phenomenon of violence that is now acknowledged as an occupational injury for which one may receive compensation and which can cause serious discomfort. 
Next, I will concentrate on some obstacles for which male blue-collar colleagues are primarily responsible. It is not that each of these men acts in the same way. This is far from true. Neither do we find the same picture everywhere, as we will see. It is very important to note that our study, as well as previous ones, does not account for a majority of harassing colleagues​[17]​, even if we did not collect statistics at all. 
This study follows many previous ones, contributing to an ongoing debate on the “alleged resistance of incumbent male workers to women in non-traditional jobs as a central issue in job integration, especially in the blue-collar sector where progress is slow”​[18]​. 
Now, before going any further, let me stress a few points to make it clear where I stand on this issue. 
In this debate, one can rapidly observe that employers may be looking for pleas or scapegoats when their programs fail and they try to make the coworkers bear the responsibility. Although this is a trap one must keep from falling into, it is not a reason for turning a deaf ear to certain complaints in women’s discourse. Of course, some managers may rely on workers to present a common front to oppose women’s inroads in TMS, but we did not see this in our sample of voluntary employers. Moreover, employers, whether acting on their own or under a court order, have their flaws and I discuss this elsewhere​[19]​. 
But it is a commonly accepted conclusion that the “structure of women’s employment [is a] product of tensions and similarities in the needs of management and male workers”​[20]​. Specifically, the picture is not black and white, but much more complex.
Essentially, coworkers’ resistance behaviors per se and the unions’ role in these behaviors are more controversial issues that deserve attention. It is kind of a taboo but, as far as I can see, daring to discuss it would bring us forward both in theory and in practice. For instance, one of the case studies shows that actions taken by the UOC were the best way to improve a working climate poisoned by certain harassing behaviors. 
We used to wonder why some men harass women in TMS whereas others do not, and what features of the work environment foster conflict between newcomers and incumbent groups of worker​[21]​. Actually, our study sheds a new light on this debate by accounting for local differences among work settings in terms of the resistance of male colleagues. As a result of this new light, the unions’ role in the process can best be circumscribed. 
Exclusion mechanisms and the resistance of male colleagues
Exclusionary watchwords and boycotting: the pressure exerted on the women by a common front of peers and foreman
Sometimes the men join forces – occasionally with the foreman – to exclude a woman from the group of people working in the same department. They do so from the time of her arrival. This is definitely the worst time for a woman in  trades or technology sector. One of the women in the study even ate lunch in her car over more than two years. 
This type of behavior is demonstrated, among other things, by a refusal to work in a team with a female colleague when the work is organized for teams of two. In fact, the female employee will be assigned other duties, which are often less interesting and less instructive and occasionally also more traditionally ‘feminine’ since they involve the office work or housekeeping duties associated with the work done by the department or the unit​[22]​. 
There is nothing surprising about this type of situation: 
The immediate reaction of 60 % of the guys on the job when an equity trainee arrived was pure hatred. Some older workers were particularly resentful when asked to work with or train the new employee. At the end of the day [a worker who has been asked to train a woman] said: ‘I ain’t training no goddamn woman to take my job when she should be home anyway!’​[23]​. 
The foremen may play an active role in excluding the women, by forbidding the men working in the department to speak to the women in question and instituting a regime within the department that is based on fear and denouncement. Male employees may decide to take part in this exclusive behavior as a result of their own reticence with respect to the integration of women and also out of fear of being excluded from their group of peers. But some union representatives can also toss out a watchword. 
Watchword practice will often be a means of pressure or reprisals for union stakes and it may focus on various other objectives. This is an unofficial but very effective union response or negotiation strategy, particularly during periods when traditional pressure tactics are prohibited. 
After tossing out the watchword, the instigators - whoever they are- will ensure that it is respected in a variety of manners, both verbal and implicit. The most immediate effects of the exclusionary watchword for the victim are the increased difficulty they experience in obtaining the information they need to do their work, a longer and less agreeable training period, and being kept from learning certain tasks performed only in two-person teams​[24]​. 
But, on a long-term basis, the women suffer diverse psychological stresses and traumas (in the case of certain injuries that result from this type of behavior, the Commission de la santé et de la securité du travail (CSST) even pays compensation since they result from stress at work​[25]​), do not work as efficiently, and may eventually resign from their jobs. 
All women do not experience this reaction, of course. The reasons given by male colleagues for excluding a woman (physical inability to do the work, asocial behavior) are also not the real reasons behind the exclusion. The first cannot be taken seriously because of the selection process in all the organizations studied, and the second is common to other sectors (physicians​[26]​) where ‘not fitting in’ with other staff can be seen as a sufficient basis for ‘personal misconduct’ and, as such, a motive for suspending or dismissing a woman, but seldom a man. In the same way, among blue-collar workers, exclusion of men is based on facts such as violating a union watchword, acting against the union’s interests, tattling on colleagues’ faults, etc., but seldom on vague motives such as ‘not fitting in’. 
However, this is not the same situation everywhere; other work places do not practice the watchword on such a regular basis, as we will see. 
The pressure exerted on men by their peers
One woman learned, to her detriment, about the sacred nature of pornographic posters when she dared to move one of the hard core posters that stared her in the face as she ate, in a construction site shack. First, she asked for permission to move it elsewhere and no one responded. Then she moved the poster and positioned it behind her. The next day, a united group of her colleagues literally wallpapered the shack with even harder core posters.
When the employee in question observed the reaction, she immediately had to consider the attitude she should take since she was with them and they were all waiting for her to react, standing united as is often the case in the construction industry, either by conviction or by simple intimidation or the threat of losing their network. Such a threat is never expressed as solidarity with the victim, as this would compromise the chances of employment for the man who demonstrated such solidarity. But still, exclusion from the social group is the recourse most often taken and this is sufficient to forge solidarity. 
One must first understand that, in the building trades, employment is not a "once and for ever" affair but, rather, a constant, ongoing process, as each building site is essentially temporary. As such, it relies heavily on a network of contacts. 
The woman expressed her distaste, without asking for anything. She found herself excluded from the site and, on a longer-term basis, the network of contacts that support job searches. She ended up quitting the industry. 
But, in this conflict, what she perceived as the most hurtful was the discovery that the camaraderie she had established with male colleagues disappeared when faced with an incident that the group as a whole decides is too important. In the case of pornographic posters, the cohesiveness of the men takes precedence over any pre-established friendship between men and women. 
Pornographic posters
Despite what is often heard, accepting their humor is not always the best solution and some of the women questioned do not believe, as a result of their experiences, that you can reduce the sexist effect by replying to a joke or by “letting jokes go by without reacting because the guys will eventually give up.”
As a result, dealing with pornographic posters is a very delicate matter for women since they are generally aware that such posters serve for their male colleagues as what anthropologists refer to as totems, taboos, the last bastion. I use this metaphor because the relation these men foster with these posters is less simple than it may seem at first glance. In many places, it is never said, although pretty well known, that women should never, never touch, move, comment on, or criticize these posters. Actually, standing outside of this symbolic world, one can feel that it evokes a kind of worship.
I want to emphasize the depth of the men’s relation, in shops and trades, with that kind of picture and, as a result, the importance and the difficulty for women of finding their way through these problems. Women are not the only ones who often do not know what to do in this type of situation. Neither union nor management knows what to do either. 
In addition to the symbolic importance pornographic posters have for men, they also raise the matter of the delicate position in which the union executive often finds itself since the union tradition of democratic decision making encourages the executive to, at least, take the opinion of the masculine majority into consideration. It is thus very difficult  not to mention impossible  for the union to try to defend both points of view. The victim, in fact, is charging a member of her own union, thereby risking isolation from both her co-workers and her union. 
As a result, women can find themselves isolated and more in tune with the HRM. And if they have recourse to the HRM, they will encounter other problems with their colleagues. 
Filing an official complaint with management can be costly in terms of solidarity. Women in traditionaly male sectors and the groups that support women in the labor market as well are unanimous on this topic, without necessarily recommending that the women remain silent, of course. As for the building trades for instance: 
The normal culture of the construction workforce dictates that bad situations be resolved individually. A hoe operator referred to […] as “some fucking Indian” and stuff like that, so I got out and I choked him. He leaves me alone now and it’s been worked out”​[27]​. [...] Workers should be protected from these bullies by their unions, but few ever complain. If it becomes too difficult, they quit. Not wanting to be perceived as ‘whiners’, they go quietly and without explanation​[28]​. 
Filing complaints is an unusual way to solve problems, which is disliked as well. So this caution should rather be viewed as a ‘pragmatic’ answer to an otherwise progressive measure, namely the possibility of filing a complaint. 
Pornographic posters are not always that impossible to remove. Where they are, it demonstrates the huge symbolic power of these posters; as women and men cannot find any negotiated solution to that matter, women above all are made to feel as if they are living, nothing more nothing less, in men’s place.
For the time being, in the organizations investigated, and this is definitely a result of the small number of women there, women facing a clear male united front bent on keeping the posters appear to have decided to ignore this type of situation, because the path between affirming their positions and searching for peaceful means of cohabitation is very narrow and one can stay on through a renunciation to bring forward the matter of gender, and, even more, the matter of sexuality. 
This male front was challenged through a Human Rights Complaint process in a small city in British Columbia,  in 1999, by the only female outside worker for the municipality. When her lawyer brought in one of the posters to the hearing, the Commisisoner told him to remove it. He said that he was trying to be clear in making the point about the quality of the material the female worker was being forced to encounter on a daily basis, courtesy of a large number of her male co-workers. Sadly for lack of precedent set, and fortunately for the woman who had been fighting for three years, the complaint was settled before coming to a legal decision. So now it is only a footnote in the minds of those who had contact with it, rather than a statute decision to which we all might apply. (Feel free to use this, or not. I was in attendance at the Tribunal)
In the other settings, where posters can be openly discussed, modifications usually take place as a result: posters are either totally removed or moved to a place where only men go. 
Obligatory supervised compliance
The fact of standing out from the group, of asking for different conditions, such as a different schedule, can result in hostility, even if the schedule desired is covered by the collective agreement. For example, one of the women in the study asked to work according to the schedule provided in the collective agreement, namely from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., in order to accommodate her babysitter, instead of the schedule currently in force. Indeed, her male colleagues had informally agreed to work from 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. In order to make this schedule change possible, a single man from among her 20 colleagues had to voluntarily agree to work in a team with her during these hours (this was the ‘reasonable accommodation’ proposed by the employer). None of them agreed to accommodate her. 
The behavior of this woman’s colleagues was so exclusionary that they initially refused en masse to be questioned for this investigation. When they finally did agree, the interviewers noted a great deal of hostility with respect to this woman, partially because she had been on preventive leave when she was pregnant, as allowed by the Loi sur la santé et la sécurité du travail (LSST, LRQ, c. S-2.1). During this time, she was not reassigned to different duties, although male accident victims are often reassigned. All of them feel that the employer merely reassigns them for the ‘form’, so as not to give them leave. Unlike this situation, preventive leave may follow different rules, for instance when toxic substances present throughout the building produce their effects on the fetus, and then the women will not be reassigned. 
When the women exercise the rights they are granted under the collective agreement or by law, there is still a presumption that they are being given preferential treatment, which generates hostility. Moreover, the fact that women are not replaced during maternity leave, for economic reasons and also as part of a broader practice concerning absences in general, merely increases the resistance to them when they return to work and is even more detrimental to the women, as a result of fear concerning their absences or the bitterness that builds up during their leave. 
This conflict concerning schedules reveals several of the issues at stake with respect to integrating women into traditionaly male sectors of employment: the fact that women assume more responsibility for children than men do, although some men do assume these responsibilities, is either denied or presented as normal. Other factors of tension: the fact that the women are on average younger than the men and likely to be young mothers, the fact that women are strongly encouraged not to stand out, most likely because they already stand out merely as a result of their presence… 
Sexist harassment and the effectiveness of policies against harassment
Harassment is seldom specifically sexual, but rather sexist. Some male employees find it amusing, among other things, to demonstrate their skepticism with respect to the ability of the women hired under an AAP, despite the fact that they are required to have the same or equivalent skills in order to be hired​[29]​. This is commonplace in the case of women entering the building trades: 
When the workforce was still entirely white and male, the small jokes and challenges that went on with every new employee to see how they ‘fit’ was called ‘testing’. Women who experienced this identified it as ‘harassment’. Men on the job called it ‘tradition’​[30]​. 
This ‘testing’ habit is definitely not reserved for women, as others accounted for: 
The specific experiences they encounter of sexism, racism, and discrimination on the job are embedded in a harsh and violent work culture that can brutalize even those who are part of its traditional workforce. Although it is usually not recognized as such by the men who work within it, it is a culture characterized by aggression, intense competition and specific types of language and behavior. The language, for example, is generally competitive, brief, aimed at humor and, if possible, undermining another worker. The preferred attitude is one of aggression, demanding a brash confidence, no matter how little you know. [...] Ignorance is not to be admitted and above all, workers must not take things personally. In contrast, there are factors that mitigate this culture, factors like the common use of humor, camaraderie, and the satisfaction inherent in building. This brutal type of workplace culture is not confined to the construction industry, but is also characteristic of other primary industries. [...] For example, in the logging industry where disagreements have ‘traditionally been settled with a piece of 2X4’ and techniques to encourage productivity ‘had been based on screaming’​[31]​. 
But the difference for women is twofold: remarks have a sexist content, for one, and women are not socialized to respond in the usual way of masculine workers:
As could be expected, the harassment women experienced was specific and sexist. One woman, the first equity trainee dispatched to a job, was immediately asked: ‘What are you doing here? Why don’t you go find some rich sugar daddy?’​[32]​ One male contractor explained it is not just women who take harassment personally, but men have learned to hide it. [...] That’s a big edge on these jobs – you may be going through hell inside but you say nothing on the outside​[33]​. 
Despite the standardization of the selection tests and the fact that the same standards are set for the members of the target groups as for the men, there is still a great deal of prejudice with respect to the competence of the women hired. There is still a lot of confusion with respect to quantitative hiring objectives in the case of equal ability, as promoted by the Quebec and Canadian approach, on the one hand, and the American quotas, on the other hand. 
Men are more supportive of a policy against harassment when it opposes all forms of harassment – sexual, administrative and moral or psychological and when such a policy comes from the union, as we saw in the very interesting case of one of the unions in the sample. In one of the work settings we visited, the union did more than demand the implementation of the program; it implemented a union policy against harassment, which is a truly remarkable instrument. In general, in the absence of such actions, in the case of harassment, the position of the union is paradoxical since the victim and the harasser are both members of the union, as we have seen. 
Nevertheless, what is remarkable about the union implementing a union policy against harassment is the clarity of the message sent to the unionized personnel of the organization; regardless of which party institutes a policy, management or the union, the worker cannot find any support for harassing behavior. The message is unique, even if the methods each side uses are different: sexual harassment - as any other king of harassment - is not tolerated within our organization. This removes a certain amount of ambiguity that would, if it remained, authorize hostile behaviors. 
It is perhaps more difficult to imagine the harmful effects of subtle, daily discrimination than demonstrations of violent and brutal discrimination such as rape or assault or open discrimination such as refusing to hire women, firing a women for the first minor mistake, etc. 
Yet, two psychology researchers (Landrine and Klonoff, 1997) undertook a rigorous demonstration of the effects of this daily discrimination on the mental and physical health of women. This is not the so-called ‘mild form of harassment’ one could say it is.​[34]​
These two researchers made a vast quantitative study of a total of thirteen hundred (1279) women who completed a questionnaire in the form of a scale of stressful events that were non-violent sexist events: Schedule of sexist events (SSE). The results obtained were then studied in keeping with the results of recognized tests of physical and mental health​[35]​. 
Not only did they demonstrate these effects, but their importance also deserves attention. In fact, more women than men generally report psychological symptoms (depression, anxiety) or psychosomatic symptoms that can be measured by means of tests that have already been validated​[36]​. The study demonstrates that their exposure to daily sexist incidents, which are not violent but pernicious, is often the best predictor of such symptoms​[37]​. The results of this study are overwhelming: sexist incidents have more impact than other generic stress factors, common to men and women​[38]​. 
Among other things, the study gave us an indication of the frequency of daily sexist incidents which take the form of apparently ‘banal’ humiliations, such as: sexist jokes, sexist names, sexist harassment, altercations with respect to treatment or a situation that is considered sexist and/or hurtful for the women, lack of respect, the fact of seeing someone take after you repeatedly rather than others, etc. All such incidents taken together as a category and suffered over the course of the past year do more to explain the women’s physical and psychological symptoms than most other categories of sexist incidents such as events that occur in more distant relationships and more formal work relationships​[39]​. Incidents that can be considered daily sexist humiliations, such as devaluing the ability of the women​[40]​, can account for such symptoms on their own whereas those in the other categories would be contributing factors which serve to accelerate the development of symptoms in the presence of other stressors​[41]​.
Necessary self-censorship
Given the current state of affairs, several women concluded that it would be ridiculous to try to fight to earn the consideration of some of their male colleagues – who are firmly convinced that women have no place among them. When faced with what they view as refusal, several experienced women, after trying to find other solutions, opt for an energy saving strategy even if that means allowing an unflattering image of their professional competence to circulate. 
They find a certain amount of psychological comfort in giving up defending their point of view, after several failures. Essentially, this obligation to censor their own actions when faced with humiliation is a demonstration of coercion in the workplace. 
Self-censorship arises out of the certainty these women have that there are two systems for weighing, for assessing. Reacting spontaneously is out of the question for them since they are not ‘in their place’, although the men can react spontaneously. This form of censorship is necessary for the women’s survival. It was often observed in the sample and, in many cases, it is the option chosen by women who are remarkably well integrated in their workplace. 
At the same time, the women hired in some of the organizations studied respond openly to such attacks and the workplace tolerates this very well. It will be important to bear this in mind in the following discussion. 
Gratuitous violence
Violence may break out between the members of ethnic minorities and the other workers over banal matters, such as when two Italian women speak their own language in the washroom. In the case of men and women, the violence often, but not exclusively, concerns posters of naked women and sexist and sexual harassment. This may range from a mild joke to a washroom that is covered in excrement. The level of the violence can also reach disturbing levels, as in the case of a woman who was working in a maintenance hole, where the wires were live and there was a great deal of danger. She was locked in an access hole for five hours after the team took off and voluntarily left her behind. If she had not remained very calm, she could have died. 
discussion
Differences and similarities among the settings
Similarity: Various positions among colleagues towards new female recruits
As we can see, some women's male colleagues create obstacles of a different kind than the others (shown in appendix) in the form of sexist harassment and psychological violence. In the three settings, there is also a significant amount of resistance on the part of foremen and team leaders that must  be taken seriously. 
It should, however, be noted that this conclusion involves groups, and not individuals. It should nevertheless be noted that, as a social group, the men who hold the traditionally male jobs generally bear with the integration of women rather than supporting. The situation is different in the case of the unions that represent them. The UEOs are nearly always supportive, in fact, in the settings that I observed. 
We must not in any way conclude that all male workers are hostile and closed to the new recruits. Although the male workers cause many of the problems, this does not mean that all male employees cause problems. On the contrary, some of them are pleased with the initiative, agree with it and support it. One can observe that internal variation in any setting. 
Different voicing strategies among the settings
There is also a difference among the settings that lies elsewhere: in the open expression of these various positions. According to this investigation, one can observe two types of work settings that, among other things, do not require the same level of solidarity among workers. Certain settings tolerate differences of opinion on many issues, whereas others rely on the strategy of the unofficial ‘watchword’ that must be obeyed by all. 
All these organizations have a traditionally male unionized workforce. But, on the one hand, we have large organizations (or large industries, in the case of the construction industry; let’s call them LOLIs) where unionized workers have a long history of union-management confrontation and a great deal of bargaining power, where solidarity among workers is very strong and watchwords are very effective. When a ‘watchword’ is used in these places, you can count on strong solidarity and, as a result, great efficiency. In fact, in these settings, we never heard any critical comment regarding union strategies towards any labor relations issues. Yet, we were told about colleagues being turned into scapegoats when they challenged a watchword. There is a high pressure for a strongly unified approach among the workers.
On the other hand, we have small and medium-sized organizations (SMEs) where the workers, even when unionized, have less bargaining power than others in the sample, because, among other things, they are unskilled or poorly skilled. Nevertheless, their unions are real unions, they are not obliging, accommodating nor collaborationist unions. 
In these settings, we heard different critical points of view  regarding labor relations issues in the setting; we were also told about the different clans and cliques regarding union management and its policies. In these, disagreements were known and tolerance towards colleagues’ different strategic points of view can be observed in the way that one does not often see punishments or the social exclusion of those who stand out. 
The women who work in the former (the LOLIs, larger organizations and industries) are the ones who speak about the effect of the exclusionary ‘watchwords’. In these, women must censor themselves. In these, UEOs are seldom the instigators with respect to implementing an equity program. This does not mean they do not support it when it is implemented: sometimes they do, but this comes after the fact. As a result, the male colleagues in these firms, as a group, are not as positive about the abilities of the women than in places where the UEOs initiated the entry of women. 
Moreover, in these LOLI settings, the individual who demonstrates hostility or closedness towards women is not generally openly criticized. On the contrary, he can count on the solidarity of the male group, even that of those who befriend women and support their entry. One can refer to this masculine solidarity as ‘the pack’ attitude. This has been studied in a typology of social rules governing relationships in work settings: 
The distinctions made by Trompenaars refer to local social values and to the cultural emphasis on the individual or the group, or focused on particular or holistic visions. In ‘particularist’ communities employees are loyal to others in the group, clan or firm. In such communities loyalty to the group is sacrosanct and group members are due protection no matter what other more corporate or formal rules dictate. [...] high trust groups [...] are likely to be extremely hostile to outsiders or those who cross them​[42]​. 
This can well account for the fact that even if they befriended male companions in the past, women cannot count on their solidarity if men face women in a conflict. This is documented in very different work settings​[43]​ as well as in more theoretical works: 
Powerful social norms prohibit dominant group members from developing relationships with those in lower status categories. Doing so is therefore a deviant, and risky strategy, requiring considerable organizational and personal security​[44]​. 
Some of these reports fail to distinguish among types of work settings; such an account as the last one, for example, asks to be qualified for not to include in a unique melting pot all the non traditional work settings, however they share this characteristic. It is important to bear in mind that they differ.
In these LOLI environments, women are ‘outsiders’ to these ‘high trust’ male cultural and intellectual reference points​[45]​ and this is known to have a silencing effect on outsiders as long as they are still a small minority, as is the case with women. Many feel unable to speak their minds or are not heard if they do. This feeling is appropriate as the individual is given little importance in high trust environments compared with the group. As a result, women will not voice their disagreement as much as in more ‘tolerant’ environments. 
Marshall (1984) states that women in traditionally male sectors are like immigrants moving in a male country: they adopt deliberate behaviors to blend in. This must be related to her later analysis of gender differences in communication patterns, in which she observes that in the highly culturally codified contexts, which she identifies as male contexts...
[...] there is a high level of informal agreement between those who hold similar views and have common assumptions. Consequently, they need say very little to each other and talk in a minimalist fashion as they have no need to explain themselves. Women in the same work environment are [...] outside the magic circle​[46]​. 
This fully accounts for the relations in ‘watchword’ work settings, but not really, in my understanding, to any traditionally male work setting. Indeed, after closer observation, I could say that not all male environments have precisely the same level of informal agreement, because other environments in our field research show a lot less compulsory loyalty and allow for greater individualism in the work environment. 
In the latter sectors (the SMEs), the women also describe various forms of harassment, which are not as organized and not as focused on exclusion. In these ‘tolerant’ work settings, the harassment tactics come to an end and the women who are immediate, clear, and direct in their responses manage to make a place for themselves, establishing appropriate relationships with their male colleagues. They say that the situation finally settles down. In one of those, the demand to integrate women came primarily from the union. As a result, the male colleagues were well disposed towards the abilities of the women. It would be awkward for them to denigrate women as they, as members of the union, asked for the women to be hired. 
Expression of sexuality as an illustration
It has been demonstrated that sexual (and sexist) harassment is not only a personal and individual phenomenon, but is linked to organizational subcultures and environments, some encouraging or tolerating it, while others do so to a lesser extent or not at all. Many factors in the environment can contribute but, the sexual division of the structural hierarchy in a gender mixed environment, with men having positions of authority while women have subordinate ones, is definitely an aggravating factor​[47]​. 
In the same way, the more one can find a ‘sex role spillover’ in the workplace (i.e., the carry-over of gender-based expectations, norms and rules associated with being male or female in a society, into the workplace), the more sexist harassment one can find in such a setting​[48]​. As the gender roles are defined, in a very constant way in at least 32 countries​[49]​, the female stereotype is associated with passivity, loyalty, emotionality, nurturing and being a sex object while the male stereotype is associated with competence, activity, rationality, assertion, toughness, competition and leadership! As a consequence of the spillover, women are consistently viewed as sex objects, as pornographic posters picture them, and are not easily perceived as competent workers. Men are seen in just the opposite way. 
As another consequence, men interpret all women’s gestures in a sexualized way, even though women wish to act in a friendly way. The same can be said of studies asking for interpretations of women’s acts from experimental male and female groups​[50]​:
Women’s actions are often interpreted as sexual by men, even though the women meant them to be friendly but not sexual [...] Men’s and women’s assessment of the situation is more discrepant - with women rating the woman’s behavior friendly, men rating her behavior sexy - when the non-verbal cues are ambiguous or women wear revealing clothing. In order to avoid being cast in the role of sex object, a woman may have to act completely asexual. Then she is subject to the charge of being ‘frigid’, a ‘prude’, an ‘old maid’, or lesbian. In her attempt to avoid being a sex object, she is still stereotyped by her sexuality [...]​[51]​ 
Of course, the opposite can be said of men’s acts interpreted by the same experimental groups. Even acting in a blatantly sexual way, such as unzipping his pants at work, a man may escape being viewed as sexual​[52]​. Moreover, our study is far from the only one to note how men use sexuality at work to “foster their workplace goals”:
Some men use sex in a hostile manner, i.e. either to try to intimidate women to have sex with them or to force a woman to quit her non-traditional job [...] More common are the sexual jokes, use of explicit sexual terms to describe work situations, sexual comments to co-workers, and display of sexual posters and pictures engaged in by many men at work​[53]​. 
One of the main ways for men to make women feel ill at ease is exhibiting male sexual manifestations​[54]​. Empirical research has shown that the more women transcend traditional subordinate roles in the workplace, the more they will experience overt sexuality from the men they work with side by side​[55]​, even in gender mixed work settings where jobs are sexually segregated. I would go further and say that the more women transcend traditional job boundaries defining gendered jobs in the workplace, the more they will experience overt sexuality from men they work side by side with. One could say that sexuality is omnipresent in these work settings before women jump in and this is definitely the case​[56]​. But not only are sexual manifestations present in the setting, they are sometimes thrown in women’s face in a blatant way and used deliberately, in the expectation of a reaction. As noted in a studied work setting where women were the minority: 
To maintain the boundaries between themselves and tokens, dominant members exaggerate the differences between the two social types. Ironically the token’s presence may thus be strengthening rather than moderating the other group’s culture [...] In the presence of token women, men would often exaggerate displays of aggression and power. They brought sexual innuendo into potentially neutral activities such as training exercises, as if testing out the women members’ responses​[57]​. 
In all the work settings visited for this inquiry, in the worst cases, sexist harassment was used to demonstrate who runs the show. Nevertheless, work settings were still divided with respect to the effectiveness and depth of these demonstrations, harassment in the ‘tolerant’ work settings being less effective than in settings using ’watchwords’. In the ‘watchword’ settings, it appears that women’s compliance with the previous male culture must be total in order for them to be allowed to stay; in the ‘tolerant’ settings, women can speak out their minds and the harasser’s behavior will come to an end as both parties find terms for a truce. 
Tolerating women’s behaviors 
As for ‘talking back’ when attacked, we find the same split as for watchwords. In the LOLIs, women cannot in any way publicly criticize men’s behaviors, such as pornographic posters, coarse language, bawdy jokes, perceived lack of cooperation or any attitude. The women in the work settings we visited spend a remarkable amount of energy developing the best strategy to deal with the irritation caused by certain hostile male reactions that are both too frequent and too banal to result in a formal complaint. Many types of female reaction are not allowed. Nevertheless, some of the actions of their male colleagues cannot be ignored because the situation could quickly deteriorate. However, these actions may not justify a complaint or the injured party feels that making a complaint would cause the situation to deteriorate. 
The women have also demonstrated a great deal of ingeniousness with respect to developing strategies that are suitable for defusing the insecurity or hostility the men feel towards them​[58]​. They often do so to their own immediate detriment, but in keeping with their long-term goal, namely integration: responding to an unpleasant remark or gesture in private rather than in public in order to respect a male colleague’s pride, censoring their own responses to certain types of behavior that they consider purely provocative, joining forces with their male colleagues in the case of issues that are important to them, particularly union struggles, even if the claims do not benefit them at all, ignoring the past insults. 
Nevertheless, these are places where masculine solidarity is impregnable regardless of the ’merit’ of the female response. Censorship of ‘sharp’ responses is total. 
Still, there are significant variations in the way in which the work setting tolerates responses from women. In SME settings, when a women responds to a male colleague in anger, the incident ends without turning bitter. The employees accept it when a female colleague expresses her anger, even in front of their peers. Moreover, these women will become best friends with the male colleagues they were arguing with and will be acknowledged as ‘one of us’ if not ‘one of the boys’! 
The cultural understanding of the differences
Can the notion of organizational culture be of any help? 
As previously discussed, I divided the success and failure factors into four groups depending on the social actors responsible for the action at stake: HRMs, UEOs, male colleagues and women. This is based on the assumption that the actors in each one of these social groups share a particular set of interests with respect to work equity. In so doing, I first assumed – and still believe – that, in keeping with the more recent trends in organizational theory, there is no single organizational culture within organizations, in the anthropological sense of the term, or that, if there is one, it is an official management version that corresponds more closely to what management wants the employees to share in. Now for me, understanding these very interactions among group cultures concerning equity is essential for the success of the program. 
Following Boudon and Bourricaud (1982), such a unique ‘organizational culture’ would rather be what we should call an elite culture, a representation or a rationalization provided by dominant social actors in a setting to frame human action. In this, I support the idea that culture, first giving meaning to social action, lastly materializes itself in rules controlling behavior: 
Culture is essentially composed of a number of understandings and expectations that assist people in making sense of life. In organizations no less than other aspects of social life, such understandings have to be learned and they guide people in the appropriate or relevant behavior, help them to know how things are done, what is expected of them, how to achieve certain things, etc. Indeed, it is the very configuration of such rules of behavior that distinguishes one social or organizational group from another; it is an essential part of their cultural identity​[59]​. 
As there are many interest groups in an organization as well as in society as a whole, any actor’s culture, in this case management’s culture, notwithstanding its will to be unique, is confronted with the alternative cultures of opposing actors: employees, unions. Each of these, in turn, do not automatically share in a totally common culture. Indeed, socialization is not a programming process that is forced on passive social actors deprived of any resources (in this case, by management). 
It has been broadly accepted since Crozier (1964) that organizations, whether public bodies or companies, are not closed systems functioning on a rational basis where workers obey the bosses and do what they are told. Just the opposite, in fact. Organizations do not work like clockwork; workers can negotiate, withdraw, refuse, walk out, take job actions, and take part in sabotage. They can, in fact, do all these in a more effective way and with more results if they are unionized, but this in no way changes the matter: they are not objects in management’s hands and they do develop subcultures, whether unionized or not​[60]​. Organizations are class-structured, and workers cannot be told to purely and simply share in an ‘organizational culture’ with the management. 
Provided that we take into account the fact that there is no such thing as a unique organizational culture, but many different cultures, the notion of organizational cultures can shed light on the phenomena described here. 
Switching from organizational culture to organizational cultures 
In keeping with most recent features in organizational theory, my premise is that each organization – as the society as a whole – holds several subcultures instead of an only one. Indeed, thanks to developments in sociology and anthropology of culture, it helped us to deal with the fact that not only  the elite rule behaviors; peer groups have their interests too and, as such, have their rules and enforce them. Being part of the group, for instance, is an important social reward; moreover, it may also give material rewards:  as information, a helping hand, tips in case of problems, bridging relations towards employment if needed, promotion, etc. 
But what are the factors of developing a subculture? Some factors of differentiation are known to have a separating effect, to generate a majority-minority divide or, more, a ‘you vs. us’ identification phenomenon: 
Necessary conditions are that the characteristics on which group members differ should be ascribed and permanent rather than temporary; easily identified; highly salient to individuals; and should carry with them sets of assumptions about culture, status and behavior. [...] Their importance is heightened if members of the majority group have a history of interacting with the token’s category in very different ways from those required in the present situation​[61]​. 
The coming out of sex in organizational theory 
What about gender as a factor of subculture development? In that matter, it is euphemistic to say that existing organizational theories were gender-blind, in general both unwilling and unable at the same time to address the gendered nature of organizations​[62]​, until Mill’s works (1988a & b, 1989). Indeed, in recent years, a number of works have argued the need for a new theorization of the field of organizational analysis and, in particular, the development of approaches that adequately theorize issues of gender​[63]​. Mills (1988a & b, 1989) was one of the supporters of such a development​[64]​. He used Clegg’s analytical framework, to conceptualize the notion of organizational culture in a new way, based on behavior’s rules of control. In Mills’ view, organizational as well as societal cultures are unique configurations of rule-bound activities, created and sustained through a process of rule following and enactment:
Culture is essentially composed of a number of understandings and expectations that assist people in making sense of life. In organizations, no less than in other aspects of social life, such understandings have to be learned, and they guide people in the appropriate or relevant behavior, help them to know how things are done, what is expected of them, how to achieve certain things, etc. Indeed, it is the very configuration of such rules of behavior that distinguishes one social or organizational group from another; it is an essential part of their cultural identity​[65]​. 
Making sense is not pursued as an intrinsic satisfaction, free from any material aim. People construct their ‘place in the world’ through this process: 
In one sense, then, we can say that the nature of a culture is found in its social norms and customs, and that if one adheres to these rules of behavior one will be successful in constructing an appropriate social reality​[66]​. 
Traditionally, in the field of sociology of work, labor process theory has conceptualized control in the restricted way of control over the labor process and, as such, control came from management and focussed on having the work done the way it has to be​[67]​. This concept definitely encompasses the evaluation of work accomplished and the rewarding and disciplining of workers, but control is still handled by an official authority. 
Starting from behavioral rules of control for understanding a culture or a set of subcultures and their interactions relies heavily on a materialist analysis, rather than a functionalist or an interpretative one. Both these approaches have done a great job bringing attention to organization as a subjective experience, to the role of understanding and meaning in any given situation. Their most helpful contribution is on how, through interaction, a ‘sense of organization’ is created and maintained and how common interpretations of situations are achieved so that coordinated action is possible. (As though it would be possible to locate gender considerations within such an apparatus), it fails in the same place the functionalist one does: 
[Functionalist approaches] view culture as something that enters the organization by way of its members or as something that is generated within the organization. What is lacking is an adequate synthesis relating organizational with other aspects of social experience in a comprehensive notion of culture. It is a task that interpretive approaches have failed to address. Focussing primarily upon the processes of organizational sense-making, these approaches tend to stress the internal rather than to look to the external, societal, cultural context within which organizations are embedded. Interpretive accounts fail to locate human ideas in material practice. Dimensions of power, including organizational position, are principally contained within psychological explanations. Largely ignoring questions of the role of ‘managed understandings’ in the prevention of radical change, interpretive approaches unite with functionalist accounts in a focus upon explanations of social harmony​[68]​. 
Indeed, the most striking flaw of both of these approaches is that they hinder explanation and impede making sense out of resistance to and change in dominant cultural requirements. It is always embarrassing to be given a model in which people more or less passively ‘receive’ ideas and adopt them to ‘fit in’ without further questions. How is the macro level (society as organization’s cradle) linked to the micro level (actor’s place in the social hierarchy, actor’s particular configuration, actor’s decision about his/her own faith)?
From a materialist standpoint, asserting that society and the organizations within it are class, race and sex-structured and are ruled by a social order. Culture must also be analyzed as part of that social order, either by helping to maintain it or by threatening it, depending on the aims of the social actor in these groups​[69]​. 
Saying this does not contradict the symbolic essence of culture; culture first frames interpretation and allows meanings to be attributed but in doing so it also leads to action. Talking about control is a sure way in which to achieve it, inasmuch as actors have rules and appropriate rationality previously built into them through socialization​[70]​. 
That being said, obviously, there cannot be a unique culture, encompassing all of the rules governing social life and suiting every member of a society. Moreover, a subculture cannot stand without purpose in the social order. Social rules are enforced on purpose and even the most informal ones bear on shared stakes. In short, the differentiation factors of subcultures can be said to enact and promote a position in a formal or informal hierarchy, either the existing one a group wishes to keep or a new one a group wishes to acquire:
Rule-bound behavior, however, involves more than simple rule following, it involves the enactment (creation, interpretation and changing) of rules but in processes in which some are more powerful than others. Rules, more or less, control human behavior and particularly so that [for] those who stand in a weak relationship to the processes of rule enactment, i.e., women as opposed to men [...] ​[71]​ 
As we are now talking of informal as well as formal rules, everyone will understand that these rules are not necessarily formally defined, although they may be: 
[Rules] do not depend on the members’ cognizance of them for their analytic utility. ‘Rule’ is meant as a term by which one can formulate the structure underlying the apparent surface of organizational life [...] ​[72]​
This is why any social group can be said to have a subculture. These subcultures relate to the outside world of local social communities, the larger national culture, work status, profession, personal identity and gender, of course, although this has been studied less​[73]​. Gender definitely ranks high with respect to all of these conditions… women entering traditionally male sectors will most certainly not go unnoticed or and merge instantly into the workers group as ‘one of the boys’. It is odd, though, that these are the terms used to acknowledge the fact that a woman is finally accepted, usually after a length of time.
Women enter a field dominated by a male blue-collar unionized subculture and, given the stage of evolution of any equity program present, are heavily outnumbered by men on the shop floors. Therefore, we cannot observe anything so organized and structured as a female blue-collar unionized subculture, but we can, nevertheless observe something like a ‘resistance subculture’ as a result of women’s reflection upon their experience: 
Women [observe] contradictions in the way men and women are treated in organizational practices. They can and do resist those contradictions. Resistance has sometimes resulted in legislative changes (Sex Discrimination Act, 1975) that despite mediation by a number of gendered rule situations, have ‘worked their way into the cultures of most organizations’ [...]. At work, resistance can take the form of female subcultures, situations which may include collusion with shop-floor sexism, but which an also include female solidarity​[74]​. [...] We see escape, bending rules, mucking in, laughs, sexy bravado, biting wit. Defiance is there. What is lacking is shop-floor control and organization​[75]​
Women face various ‘gatekeepers’ but do not often have gatekeepers of their own. According to Joan Acker (1989, 1992), a pioneer in studying gendered organizational cultures and subcultures, the workplace gendering of culture underlies all the organizational processes in the way that power relations go down from men to women and that the ‘generally accepted ways’ are men’s ways:
Deeply embedded in the cultural context of work are expectations of all employees to conform to what men do​[76]​. 
As part of a larger society in which the genderization process is very important, if not pre-eminent, any organization reflects the gendering process, not only by prescribing different rules of behaviors to men and women, but also by setting a hierarchical order in which men play a dominant role. Based on a previous public/domestic divide, which is well-established in the dominant social order (Glennon, 1983, Mills, 1988a), this hierarchy is fairly well reproduced in organizations, but in ways that vary among them. When one asks whose gender’s interests are being served in a particular organization​[77]​, the picture often becomes clear in the light of the figures: jobs held, wages paid, working conditions, fringe benefits, etc. The rules of control in terms of genderized behavior are, as a result, not only very important components in organizational subcultures but also indicate the interest supported by their holders. 
Running through each employee group are cultural ties, assumptions about race and class and, of course, gender: assumptions about what men and women can do and how they should behave​[78]​. Male and female peer groups appear to have the dominant effect on relationships​[79]​. 
The anthropological light on cultures: Different objects in constant movement 
The concept of coexisting organizational cultures (instead of organizational culture) also helps to understand why culture is not only a structured set of rules; in no way are these settled once for all. On the contrary, it is at the same time a power structure and an ongoing process, a living and dynamic one through which people create and recreate this very power structure​[80]​. Why is that so? Because culture is enacted by social actors, in organizations as much as elsewhere. It is enacted on purpose, either to gain, maintain or resist any dimension of a social order. What we now know well, thanks to the field of organizational theory and its more recent developments, is how different groups in organizations, using behavior control rules governing interactions on a day-to-day basis, set the scene for either reproducing social relations or changing them, whether this concerns gender or other relations​[81]​. 
However, sociological understanding must avoid any mechanical causality model that would imply that these subcultures, in spite of their common trends, develop and interact the same way everywhere (Pickvance, 1995). The ‘gender contract’ is not the same in every society (Hirdman, 1998, Lane, 1993), nor is it the same in every organization (for instance Fortino, 1996, 1999) and therein lies the interest of portraying an organization as a whole, with its interacting groups. 
Women’s entry into traditionaly male sectors as an illustration of coexisting cultures in action
Since implementing an equity program is a management initiative, employees will interpret this action as such and in keeping with their own culture. As the employees in the places we visited were mostly men, their reaction will be partly framed in the blue-collar masculine culture. Since they are unionized, they will use the union to enact their reaction, which will bear the scars of all the past local labor history and of the local union culture. This applies everywhere. What differs, though, is the nature of these workers’ culture in the various work settings, which are not necessarily the same everywhere regardless of their common male nature. 
As the genderized culture serves to maintain a hierarchy, both within society and within organizations, with the latter mirroring the former, it creates opposing sex groups. Although this may be latent, obviously, women moving into traditionally male work settings make it manifest. When women are integrated into traditionally male work settings and positions, cultural dimensions of the genderized division of work and power are stressed where they did not used to be. 
There is also a union subculture, which opposes the management culture and which, in the settings I studied, often includes the masculine subculture since the large majority of unionized employees are male in these sectors. 
Once this happens, it can evolve in many ways: 
Once latent tensions between organizational subcultures are activated, the character and outcome of the ensuing conflict depends on a lot of variables, including the political clout that a group can muster, the number of opportunities to exercise such clout, and the conditions that shape each group’s position vis-à-vis others in the organizations​[82]​. 
As for my initial intuition that the implementation of equity programs would stir the very fundamentals of these gendered cultures, I was not disappointed. This notion of culture became a great concern for me as I proceeded with my case studies. I came to believe that the remaining obstacles to women’s integration in TMS are cultural in nature and are the most difficult to transcend, mainly because nothing is more difficult to stir than something of which you deny the very existence. 
For example, the prevailing assumption is that organizations are neutral and, as such, women have to manage not to act in a woman’s way, and must not claim anything based on a feminine particularity or require organizations to adapt their practices for them. The suppression of sexual difference is actively sought in western bureaucracies and corporations alike​[83]​, but what this really means is that all must conform to a traditional male norm for they alone are the ones who set it. This means that women are expected to act as men and, for instance, not show any frustration or anger in public because that is seen as a woman’s reaction​[84]​. 
Yet, does saying that the remaining obstacles to women’s integration in TMS are cultural in nature mean that they are culturally grounded? The question is of strategic importance for challenging these obstacles. 
And then turning to the grounds of gendered organizational subcultures
There is an ongoing debate on the relative importance of culture and labor economy to account for the gendered professional segregation or, in other words, for the sexual division of labor. While some analysts hold that labor market segmentation theory accounts for this​[85]​, supporters of the importance of cultural dominance claim that explanation is fallacious: 
The term gender tends to refer to the difference between men and women, which in organizations has come to mean labor market segmentation. The focus on labor market stratification has obscured the influence which gender cultures have on organizational behavior and on change management​[86]​. 
They claim that although the dual labor market theory has well documented the structural barriers​[87]​ (long working hours, inflexible working patterns, expensive or nonexistent childcare, etc​[88]​), it fails to account for the resistance which springs from the traditional assumptions that are grounded in social culture and do not have any official existence​[89]​. Among others, they point at:
-	task assessment makes women’s skills invisible​[90]​;
-	men have defined informal rules for assessing proper behavior in colleagues over a long period of time when only men performed the job; this prevailing culture assesses the ‘different’ women’s behaviors as inappropriate, (for instance, a reluctance to get involved in social networks​[91]​);
-	when excluded, as previously noted, women in technical, trades or blue-collar jobs often report that they are told that they are ‘difficult’, ‘moody’, ‘ill-tempered’, but nothing precise or rigorous as in the case of an excluded man: breaking a union watchword, campaigning against UEOs or standing out, talking only of blue collar women​[92]​. 
Those who describe the gendered culture as an outstanding feature of the relative position of men and women in organizations have done a wonderful job demonstrating how prevalent the gendered general culture we live in is and how pervasive it is in all organizational processes​[93]​. They primarily argue that, when women are interviewed about quitting as senior managers (traditionaly male sectors), they far more frequently state that they are bothered by a prevailing male culture than by balancing work and family​[94]​. Among other things, women who quit their jobs come to ascertain that stereotypes associated with gender depict women as dependant, passive, non-competitive, illogical, less competent and less objective​[95]​ and that fighting this characterization becomes overwhelmingly too exhausting for many of them. From senior managers to blue-collar workers, as we have seen in our inquiry, women in traditionaly male sectors of employment are involved in a same dead-end situation: in keeping with the gender stereotypes, they cannot be good in their trade if they are women and if they are good, they are personally attacked as being inadequate as women or mothers, subject to gossip, abuse and criticism in work environments​[96]​. As a result, the more pervasive the segregation of sex roles is in an environment, or the more the men’s group subscribes to gender stereotypes, the more harshly some men will react towards women coming in​[97]​. In keeping with this thesis of prevailing culture, men will react in this way because women who deviate from the domestic role are threatening and they try to ridicule challenging women as one way of punishing them​[98]​: 
Women entering uncharted workplaces are a challenge merely because of their sex​[99]​. 
Although equity policies have done a good job at asserting equal access to work for women and giving them tools to claim the structural rules of their work, these last cultural obstacles are way beyond their scope, as are the cultural changes needed​[100]​. This is so seldom discussed that even when senior and HR management are greatly motivated to promote equity, this does not mean at all that middle management (for instance, foremen)​[101]​ and colleagues are. Now, indeed, the fact that Quebec’s legal framework for employment equity does not require union involvement does nothing to help. 
Nevertheless, in some of the settings studied, UEOs were asked to participate in joint steering committees. This is definitely a step towards better acceptance on the part of male colleagues but, alas, it is not the last one. The UEOs do not control members’ culture, they have a limited power to act on it. And this is not only a cultural matter, even if these obstacles are cultural in nature. Although the integration of women is so difficult in some blue-collar workplaces, I do not see this as a working class cultural phenomenon or as an outcome of socialization. 
As a matter of fact, control over a few labor markets is too big an asset, given the current economic context and the effects of globalization​[102]​, to put it in those terms. As we have seen, men’s words when harassing women in NTS too often include an invitation to leave the labor market or the particular job market they are in for us to disregard them. Moreover, even if these obstacles are expressed in the symbolic world, this says nothing of their origins. Indeed, why are certain informal rules obstacles for women (for task or performance evaluation, for instance) and assets for men in the same workplace, if not for the same reasons as formal rules or bare facts (jobs held, wages paid, working conditions, fringe benefits) are? Yet, only the latter are said to be accounted for by segmentation theory by “cultural authors”, while they say the former are not. 
I suggest that they are economic in origin. In other words, I would not suggest that the very grounds for the resistance are cultural, but rather that some people use cultural means to reach economic ends when faced with women’s inroads into certain sectors​[103]​. 
There is nothing new or revolutionary about saying that the labor market was historically divided and then subdivided as capitalism came into being. Considering the poor explanations provided by orthodox labor economics for the inferior labor market position of racial and ethnic minorities​[104]​ and, more importantly for our study, of women, the segmented labor market was proposed as an alternative. It has not been challenged per se by the understanding of a gendered organizational culture. Instead, I would suggest a cease-fire: these two understandings do not oppose one another or compete with one another. Even if genderized culture has its own existence, larger in scope, origins and effects than the labor market alone, it is still intertwined with economic interests and cannot exist on its own, without purpose. 
The economic understanding of the differences
Labor market segmentation
Among others things, the dual labor market theory accounts for the fact that white males are the majority in the primary job market, that is to say in jobs that are well paid in relative terms, where employment is secure, and working conditions, including mobility, are both reasonable and often protected by a union and a collective agreement. Thus, one is often guaranteed mobility and protection against arbitrary firing. 
Indeed, women, young people and members of ethnic minorities form the majority in what is designated as the secondary labor market, namely jobs that are poorly paid in relative terms, providing no employment security, seldom unionized, etc.​[105]​. 
It would be too rudimentary to just put forth a twofold labor market, divided into good jobs and bad jobs in a caricatured way. Reality is far more complex. If we can assert that, by and large, a small number of large and very large corporations with stable economic activity and employment make up nearly all of the primary labor market, this market on the other hand is itself divided: 
-	The upper tier designates the technical, supervisory and professional ranks and, as such, may include individuals holding such jobs in organizations having economic activities in the secondary market, while women holding clerical positions in the primary market may have working conditions closer to those of the secondary market​[106]​; 
-	The lower tier designates the relatively well-paid but generally semi-skilled blue-collar workers; 
-	A last tier is set apart from both the previous ones and corresponds to skilled or trade workers, for instance those in the building trades, whose employment security does not rely on a link with a particular employer but rather with an employment agency and those holding a trade certificate or having specialized knowledge who are hired in large and stable corporations​[107]​. 
These three tiers are known to have different dynamics and, as a matter of fact, our data illustrates that. In our sample, we interviewed people from the two last tiers. The ‘tolerant’ work settings are in the lower tier (cemetery, food wholesale), and the ‘watchword’ ones are in the trade tier (trades people in urban transit maintenance, building trades). 
As an illustration of the segmentation, in this last ‘skilled’ tier, the total employment of people from the first three equity groups was estimated at about four percent in Canada in 1990​[108]​. Moreover, the breakdown among the three equity groups revealed that of the 3,929 individuals surveyed, only 12 were women, five of whom were apprentices. Aboriginal representation was only 41, including two apprentices. These two groups represented about 1.3 percent of the workforce. Visible minorities accounted for 105 workers, or about two-thirds of the equity total. 
While this study was restricted to the unionized sector (and carried out with the cooperation of the unionized employers and organized labor), there is no reason to assume that equity representation was – or is now – any higher in the unorganized parts of the construction industry​[109]​. 
Overall, in Canada in 1996, less than 1% of the total number of people employed in the building trades were women​[110]​. In comparison, in 1996, women represented 44.3% of the total workforce overall in Canada​[111]​. In Quebec in 2000, 7.8% of the total number of people employed in the building trades were women. Of this number, 88.1% worked full-time compared to 94.5% of the men​[112]​. There is a large gap separating the building trades from the rest of the labor market, with respect to the employment of women. 
Not only does the segmented labor market theory describe the phenomenon, but also it offers an historical explanation. In addition to discrimination on the part of the employer, grounded in a preference for workers who are perceived as stable and strongly attached to the labor market, there are other economic factors that can explain why a certain sector falls within one category or another, namely:
-	respective importance of capital and labor as production factors and the productivity of labor, 
-	market power of the firm, among others, exposition to competition, 
-	and labor (and union) strategies to control labor markets. 
It does not behoove me to explain how the work settings studied differ in the two first aspects since this would not in any way shed light on the behaviors stressed in this article. On the other hand, how they differ in the third aspect would. This is what I will now discuss. 
Making a labor market dual: the role of the union 
Historically, during the early ages of capitalism, when skilled tradesmen and artisans were brought step by step into industrial production, male workers fought the deskilling process arising from the scientific division of labor, that is to say, the separation of the conceptual or thinking part of work from production​[113]​. There was, indeed, an ongoing process of dividing the work in order to separate conception and production and to keep the former in the hands of management​[114]​. 
But, instead of fulfilling Marx’s prediction of a universal deskilling process and a similar reduction of men, women and children to the same low level of subsistence:
[...] workers fought back and, in response, employers adopted a strategy that can best be described as "divide and conquer". That is, management increasingly structured the work process in such a way that groups of workers were separated into segmented markets which redirected worker conflict with employers to conflict among workers​[115]​. 
Indeed, in some areas of the labor market, workers organized in unions retained control over their skills. In others, they did not. They settled for what can be described as a compromise: 
Some skilled workers were able to enforce an uneasy truce with employers that basically excluded the unskilled and which, given the sexual division of labor, also excluded women. Among the unskilled and deskilled workers, jobs were reduced to a structure of simple tasks, although many of them involved the need for work experience – that is, the knowledge and dexterity that comes from repeated operation of the same basic task​[116]​. 
In fact, employers did fear worker rebellion, riots and uprisings against the deskilling process. In this context, labor market segmentation was a far more ingenious, and, in the long run, more effective strategy than direct and violent repression​[117]​. But in the process, precise types of workers were rejected in this primary sector: mostly women, immigrants, and people with disabilities. As a result, social actors in labor relations rested on a previous social hierarchy and promoted it. 
As for women, a segregated white-collar job ghetto​[118]​ (management information processing) led them out of the emerging industrial markets where they were opposing men’s interests with low wage competition​[119]​. Not that women were totally excluded from all industrial occupations. Indeed, they were not. They continued to occupy positions that could be considered an extension of traditional household work – in the textile and garment, food processing and other light manufacturing industries​[120]​. Indeed, these very employment sectors are what we now call the NTS. And, as a matter of fact, neither lower female wages nor job ghettoization have disappeared since the WWI​[121]​. 
Of course, women have made inroads in the labor market and in a few traditionally male sectors such as middle management and the learned professions. But, as I said previously, no progress has been made with respect to either the skilled trades or the industrial jobs of the primary labor market:
In short, the dualistic structure of the market labor, based in part on sex, has its roots firmly planted in the rise of industrial capitalism, the replication in the labor market of the household division of labor, and the response of employers to the working class’ struggle to oppose or at least to ameliorate the worst excess of industrial transformation and the rise of monopoly capitalism​[122]​. 
Even after an important breakthrough during WWII, women were driven away from industrial jobs as soon as men returned from the war: 
Though the utilization of women in wartime production was more widespread during the Second World War, the occupational structure of the female labor force afterwards gives scant evidence of any social revolution in attitudes towards women in non-traditional work. The phenomenon was largely transitory​[123]​. 
In those times as nowadays in Quebec, trades workers, whether in building sites or in organizations, derive their bargaining power from their control over access to the labor market, through their control over employment and over formal certification for required skills (both ruled by joint agencies). Indeed, in Quebec, it behooves unions to deliver competency certificates where there are apprenticeship systems (for instance, carpenters, plumbers, ironworkers and cement masons; others are simply certified when they have the appropriate number of ‘hours in the seat’) and to carry out the function of dispatching employees by the traditional hiring hall practice. Training in certain building trades is highly informal and no contractors put any money into that: 
It was who you know. It helped to have a father or an uncle who‘d let you try their machine. You’d go out on the machine and get run off. Then you’d go out on another machine and stay for a couple of days before you got run off again. Then you’d go out again and stay for a few days longer and eventually you became qualified. That’s the traditions – hit or miss​[124]​. [... besides crane operators in highway building, other positions …] measure a person’s skill readiness by ‘hours in the seat’, that is how many hours members have spent driving rather than any specific Trades Qualification certificate​[125]​. 
This is particularly the case for highway building: heavy truck drivers (Teamsters), laborers, bulldozers, caterpillars and compactor drivers. Such a system certainly helps the business to stay reserved to a certain pool of incumbent-type workers and to limit the number of newcomers: 
This informal training system also makes for a closed system where just getting experience on a machine requires personal connections or a great deal of assertiveness, something that [...] is a particularly effective barrier to First Nations, women, and other non-traditional groups of workers​[126]​. 
Moreover, in the building trades, placing is a strategic issue as employment is essentially temporary; so, one can quit a site and look for another many times a year:
When a job is finished, the worker returns to the union hall and ‘signs in’ at the bottom of the dispatch list. [...] It is impossible to overestimate how important this traditional system is to the workers affected, and how closely they monitor it. The fairness of the dispatch system and the scrupulousness of the dispatcher are the difference between working or not working, between a one-week job or a one-year one, between working for an employer who is respected or one who is not. But dispatch is rarely a simple issue of ‘who is next on this list’. It involves constant judgement to figure out who has the skills for specific jobs. If an employer calls for an equipment operator skilled in handling a bulldozer under hazardous conditions, the dispatcher has to determine if it really is the next person on the list, or the one after, because if it does not work out the irate call from the employer will inevitably come. The pressure on the other side is from the employee who demands to work. The dispatcher’s position is a pivotal and highly sensitive one complicated by the fact that employers are not eager to hire any unskilled labor​[127]​. 
Invested with such a mission, the dispatcher (working on behalf of unions and, as such, of workers) also plays a key role in the conflict between new workers (women or members of other target groups) asking for employment hours and more senior ones trying to protect themselves against outsiders. 
All of these processes are of prime importance because these are the grounds for being and staying in the primary labor market. As unions control certification and placing, workers can ask for wages that are relatively high when compared to other male workers with the same degrees, for instance​[128]​. 
Keeping a dual labor market dual
Nevertheless, there is a condition for maintaining this situation where an employment sector is in the primary labor market thanks to union strategies, as we have seen: the labor supply must be just equal to or a little below the demand, otherwise the price of the labor (i. e., the wages) would drop. As a result, workers must control the intake of recruits and turn the tap on or off as needed. Building trades have this power; unions in the semi-skilled tier do not. 
Actually, we often hear that workers in traditionally male sectors fear wages lowering or unionization backlash as a result of women’s entry​[129]​, whatever the grounds for such a fear. Indeed, there is no need to ask workers: as a general rule, ceteris paribus, increasing the workers’ pool means lower control over the labor supply and, ultimately, wages. The situation is worse for women, inasmuch as their skills are systematically under-assessed and their wages consequently lower. As observed from an unusual experience in integrating women in highway construction in BC: 
Private contractors [and] trade unions resented the equity and local hire requirements of the contract [...] [Those were] also fairly controversial with the members of trade unions. The feeling of many in the construction trades was that with high unemployment among existing union members throughout the province, the local hire and equity provisions brought in new workers, which worked to the detriment of an already underemployed labor force​[130]​. 
It is easy to understand such a fear. Now, would the general rule apply in each particular case in the same way? Before answering this, we must ask whether this is a legitimate question, as it implies that women’s access to a particular labor market would be subjected to men first having access to it. This still is a highly controversial question! 
As for the fear of unionization backlash as a result of women’s entry, it is very important to notice that union membership is also part of this whole picture. Women do not like or dislike unions per se:
[...] variations in female inclusion in organizational cultures influenced the level of trade union membership. In ‘Cohall’ they found a relatively high density of trade unionism among the female employees due to an organizational culture in which, despite the lack of promotion opportunities, women were accepted as ‘organizational equals’. At ‘Lifeco’, on the other hand, the organizational culture stressed a need to ‘fit in’ with the social as well as the technical ‘requirements’ of the company [that] consisted primarily of a company sports and social club geared to ‘male sports’.
On the other hand, labor markets in the semi-skilled tier hold another type of advantage that makes them part of the primary labor market: they can be relatively free from foreign competition, when employers provide services in the vicinity. But they also suffer handicaps: work requires limited but specific skills, obtained by on-the-job training and productivity increases with experience gained through repetition​[131]​. Though employers of this sort are interested in reducing turnover to reduce their costs and, are therefore, ready to pay for stable manpower, this in no way gives employees as much bargaining power as the trades workers have, because workers are more easily replaceable in the semi-skilled tier. Workers lack the very instrument they need to acquire perfect control over the labor supply. As a result, new workers (immigrants, women) can more easily try to make inroads in these semi-skilled sectors that provide, by the way, far more interesting jobs than the jobs in the secondary labor market they usually hold. 
As a result, building trades unions in general never did systematically target affirmative action and equity programs as means for changing labor market segmentation. Instead, studies of union ideology in these matters report more of fostering traditional dichotomous sex roles, based on the domestic/public sphere corresponding to a female/male division​[132]​. To put it bluntly, here is an excerpt from the account of an outstanding experience in integrating women in building trades in British Columbia: 
The equity component of the project agreement was difficult to negotiate primarily because the major participants to the agreement, the building trade unions and the highway building contractors, were generally opposed to the equity measures, although many individual trade unionists supported them [...] The initial hostility of the building trades and the contractors cannot be underestimated, because ultimately it did affect the outcomes of the project​[133]​. 
History makes it easier to understand why. In response to unionized worker’s demands for more security, employers and unions worked out arrangements including means to keep people not then in the primary market from entry, thereby excluding them from the labor market (such as immigration policies, for instance), from certain jobs (laws keeping women from late shifts) or restricting them to low-wage job ghettos (such as the closed shop rules in the building trades, for instance). Working to protect those already in, one must also work to keep the others out… which has had a disproportionate impact on members of the designated groups.
Although, this now becomes a more controversial matter. Observers worry about the pervasive effect of such an ideology, even for workers in the secondary labor market:
This tendency to fragment, rather than consolidate, bargaining structures clearly weakens the labor movement’s ability to respond to the challenge presented by contracting out, homework, and the dramatic increase in casualized and flexible employment relationships which globalization engenders​[134]​. 
Cynthia Cockburn’s (1987) research into women’s secondary role in the trade unions led her to conclude that: 
There is a tightly packaged association of working-class identity, trade union membership, labor loyalty and masculinity, which excludes or undermines women. Seeing only themselves as central, men tend to ignore women or to regard their assertiveness as aggression: ‘if she wants a place on the executive then she can’t be a normal woman’​[135]​. 
According to the same author, unions must practice differentiated gender-based analysis in order to renew their practices and to make room for women and their claims among their ranks and adds:
The commitment to making gender visible rests on the assumption that women have gender-specific needs, different ways or organizing, different expectations, and different priorities​[136]​. 
Insulated to some extent from the competition, the primary labor market is kept free from its pressures, which are borne nearly entirely by the workers in the secondary labor market. But nowadays human rights charters and laws enforcing equity and prohibiting discrimination, in addition to public opinion, make it a lot more difficult to erect barriers around a particular labor market on sexual (or ethnic) grounds. 
Means to keep your market from invaders: old world, new world
Returning to Clegg’s rules of behavior control in organizations, for instance, the new conjuncture means losing an important set of rules for keeping work suppliers from invading a market, that is to say the “state rules”: legal prohibition keeping women and children out of the mines in the mid-1800s in Britain, laws relating to property rights restricting women from engaging in commerce in the 18th century in the US​[137]​, etc. But, most of all, it puts an end to a certain freedom of choice in the recruiting process, that may have existed prior to the charters. There used to be a time when unions were the principal source of recruiting constraints aimed at equity and justice. By and large, in cases of conflict, charters prevail over any other law or rule having a discriminatory effect, including collective agreements​[138]​. In this, two different views of equity may come into conflict, as the traditional union view excluded women and other designated groups. 
As a result, the traditional male “reproduction rules” are also threatened with losing ground, as women have not been socialized in a male culture. In the works of Clegg, these rules refer to the essential assimilation of the group’s ideology, which is the best (and necessary) way for controlling social actors facing uncertainty, discretion, and less specific role prescription. In these situations, control is best achieved with actors having rules and an appropriate rationale previously built into them through socialization​[139]​. People will, therefore, act in the prescribed way without feeling any control over them; on the contrary, they act according to their own will but this will happily ‘fits in’. When women enter these fields, they come as people who do not share this culture and, therefore, provide no guarantee that they will act in the prescribed way when facing uncertainty. 
In addition to that, and related to it, another set of Clegg’s control rules faded away (but did not entirely disappear), that is to say the “extra-organizational rules”, mainly the socialization rules that prescribe stereotyped roles and characteristics and under which, for instance, women were kept from considering the choice of a traditionally male trade or job or systematically have their skills under-assessed. Indeed, one can ascertain a progress in vocational counseling to young women in schools or to women in employment centers or in women’s employment organizations, for instance. The information media, and women’s and employment magazines also work to promote these non-traditional options for women. 
This does not mean that socialization rules fostering the sexual division of labor have disappeared! Far from it! Unequal mobility, unequal representation with respect to promotions and top management positions, wage disparities and sexual harassment (primarily towards women) are still part of the picture​[140]​. They still contribute to making it difficult for women to integrate into traditionally male sectors and making their way in those fields; it even serves to exclude them​[141]​. 
In the same way, even if Clegg’s “social-regulative rules” (social arrangements, expectations, commitments, values, morale, being seen as “fitting”, extra-curricular activities, language, metaphors), have changed, they are still contributing a great deal to women’s lack of ease, sicknesses and sometimes exclusion from traditionally male dominated position, as we have seen in the previous materials collected in our inquiry​[142]​. 
There is a blatant illustration of sex-role spillover in the ‘watchword’ work settings, where not only do roles that are encouraged within the private sphere spill over into the public sphere​[143]​ but women are encouraged to stay within the limits of the private sphere and off the labor market, although in an allusive way. For instance, when men challenge women’s competence, in nearly every story, they remind women of their duties as such, saying that the real place of a women is always at home, caring for children, washing dishes or changing diapers, etc. They also ask if the husband agrees with the woman holding this job. Seldom do they even push women into traditionally ‘women’s jobs’ at those times, pushing them instead into housework. 
Lastly, Clegg’s “technical rules” (selection criteria, prerequisites, skills and competence definition and assessing) have also changed as a result of the charters, the process for implementing equity programs and various court decisions ruling out discrimination. Indeed, employers as well as unions (insofar as collective agreements are concerned) have to get rid of all the job requirements that do not fit the legal test established in order to rule out any discriminating criteria​[144]​ and include only ‘bona fide’ requirements. This may be seen as a cumbersome measure for discriminators, but not an overwhelming one. 
In conclusion, there are important changes as well as stability regarding the rules of control in these blue-collar cultures. External rules have changed, but internal rules among employees change at a much slower pace. New worker categories, namely members of designated groups, ask unions to take their particular situation into account in their structures, practices and uses. Responses vary from one workplace to the next and, in our study, belonging to the trades or the semi-skilled tier does make a difference. In the lower tier, we can observe progressive cultural changes in the rules of control as women make inroads. However, the stability of the under-representation of women in the skilled primary labor market is an interesting phenomenon. Formally, charters have changed the rules and laws forbid the exclusion of women; but a deeper form of exclusion persists in this tier as it relies heavily on cultural means, which are far more difficult to rule out than working conditions, for instance, which are the first to be changed as a result of an AAP. 
New uses of old tricks
That’s where culture appears on this new scene. Cultural rules such as the ones described here have always been there​[145]​, but just find a new use in face of a new threat: competition coming from a huge labor supply which had been excluded so far. While they are downplayed in the formal organization, they blossom into an informal one. It has been acknowledged, however, that the informal organization is very powerful; failing to achieve membership of this informal system cuts an individual off from significant aspects of organizational life, and can have severe job and personal consequences. It is a largely voluntary network of relationships as well. As such, it is beyond the reach of the laws and politics of any kind besides the groups’ own. It may supplement, undermine, even contradict the official structure​[146]​. It is often used for very important matters, such as transmitting information and arriving at decisions. It helps to understand how organizational norms are translated into practice:
Aspects of relationships which are out of place in detached professional exchanges are expressed and resolved through the informal system. More intimacy or hostility can be displayed unofficially than formal channels allow. Facilitated by private ‘languages’ of exclusion and inclusion, informal transactions involve important exchanges of influence, reciprocity and conflict​[147]​. 
Whatever the multiple functions may be, the key point summing all these up is that the informal structure is one of the organization’s main mechanisms for coping with uncertainty​[148]​. For instance, since criteria of trustworthiness are difficult to assess, shorthand signs of suitability will develop in the informal system to supplement these; drinking habits or sports played and other factors will be put forward to assess a candidate’s suitability, because it reduces uncertainty… 
Now, it is well known that women are often excluded from this dominant informal network, as are other minority groups on ethnic or sexual orientation grounds​[149]​. Various factors have been put forward to explain why women, in particular, are excluded from informal organizational networks. As these systems operate to control uncertainty, people who are ‘different’ introduce risk. Uncertainty about assessing the vague qualities of ‘character’ and ‘trustworthiness’ is controlled, Kanter suggests, by achieving homogeneity, principally in terms of social background and characteristics and of organizational experience. Women may be excluded purely on these grounds​[150]​. For instance:
As tokens are nonetheless official members of the group, and party to its secrets, majority members have some need to know how trustworthy they are [which can be] expressed in ‘loyalty tests’ through which tokens could qualify for closer relations with dominants. Tokens were encouraged either to join in negative comments about other members of their category [...] or to allow themselves and their category to be laughed at by the group. Often, if women objected to laughing with the others in this way they were accused of lacking a sense of humor​[151]​. 
We can also say, with Kanter (1977), that many of the informal networks’ norms and conventions have been developed in all-male communities and settings. We can also observe that, often. women do not value the informal network or wish to participate in it… Which is by no means an explication in itself, but does lead to another question: why don’t they, considering the importance of it? They are certainly limited by their family responsibilities, but as relevant as this is in the case of after-hour drinks or squash games, there is much more at play than these, from lunchtime or coffee gatherings to all the work rules: featherbedding, production quotas, etc. 
As informal processes are called for when uncertainty is at stake, this ‘testing’ procedure is never done once and for all, but is rather an on-going process: 
Informal processes become particularly active and influential when official structures cannot handle risk. Decisions about whether to recruit women or to promote them [...] are prime examples of organizational crises which call the informal processes discussed above into play. Organizational life can thus be seen as a continuing sequence of acceptability tests. The fundamental issue of acceptability is not resolved, as one might expect, by initial recruitment or rejection, but is invoked afresh each time risk in some form is heightened​[152]​. 
Women go through these tests and can obtain an individual, but temporary, passport, as it is an on-going process for people who bring in uncertainty. 
For instance, within the “extra-organizational rules”, the socialization process in society as a whole still relies to a large extent on gendered behavior rules​[153]​ to control what is allowed, what is forbidden, to whom and who has access to the skilled tier of the primary labor market. In even the least structured of situations, people respond to one another in terms of expectations associated – among other things – with sex​[154]​ and this shapes the development of gendered organizational cultures​[155]​, as part of the whole society. As Morgan says: 
It often makes a great deal of difference if you’re a man or a woman! Many organizations are dominated by gender-related values that bias organizational life in favour of one sex over another. Thus... organizations often segment opportunity structures and job markets in ways that enable men to achieve positions of prestige and power more easily than women, and often operate in ways that produce gender-related biases in the way organizational reality is created and sustained on a day-to-day basis. This is most obvious in situations of open discrimination and various forms of sexual harassment, but often pervades the culture of an organization in a way that is much less visible​[156]​. 
This process still prepares males and females to fulfill different roles​[157]​ and acts as a “culture trap”​[158]​ in which women are relatively ill-prepared for organizational life​[159]​ as it is constructed, and men are relatively ill-prepared to accept them​[160]​. This process is effective in all types of organizations for restricting the entry of women into the labor force, for filtering women into a narrow range of occupations, for channeling them into low pay and low status work, and generally for reinforcing notions of female inferiority​[161]​. But, above all, women in traditionally male dominated sectors bear particular forms of sexist harassment based on the fact that they are in the wrong place. To continually reestablish the social order of gender, these harassment practices challenge every aspect of their behavior:
The links between the male stereotype and the values that dominate many ideas about the nature of organizations are striking. [...] This has important implications for women who wish to operate in this kind of world, for insofar as they attempt to foster these values, they are often seen as breaking the traditional female stereotype in a way that opens them to criticism, e. g. for being “overtly assertive” and “trying to play a male role”​[162]​.
Even if women do not share male culture and were socialized in a different world, and in this process the power of “reproduction rules” may be decreased, men will try to counterbalance this new influence by reinforcing the manifestations of male culture. 
For instance, as in Clegg’s “social-regulative rules”, men’s groups still foster discourse and practices (such as pornographic posters, sexual language) that reinforce the notion of women as inferior or potential prey for men who are predators​[163]​. Women can in no way easily contribute to these social games. A woman who is very ‘angry’ will be considered ‘precious’. But if she is too open, she will be criticized by her colleagues, will open herself up to the jokes and gestures, and will be slighted for her attitude. 
In this respect, an anthropological study on the difficult integration of women in coal mines (Yount, 1991), a traditionally male sector where the men were renowned for maintaining an environment full of sexist, bawdy and coarse jokes, identified three different types of reactions to the jokes on the part of the women: 
-	The ladies are the oldest. They keep their distance from the men, do not get involved in relationships with them, avoid any ‘suggestive’ behavior, and adopt the clothing and manners of ladies. Their attitude has two consequences: 
-	the men harass them less; 
-	they are given assignments that are less interesting and less prestigious for less compensation.
-	The flirts are generally younger single women. They pretend to be flattered by jokes that they do not necessarily appreciate. Their attitude also has two consequences: 
-	they act out the female stereotype held by their male colleagues; 
-	they are viewed as lacking potential, they are given few opportunities to develop their skills and to establish their social identity as ‘female miners’. 
-	The tomboys are single women, who are even younger than the flirts; they focus on their identity and status as female miners; they build a shell around themselves, respond with humor, react and speak about sex as well, and adopt a role similar to that of the men. The men have two interpretations of their behavior, sometimes simultaneously: 
-	they are easy and promiscuous; 
-	they have violated the sexual division of the roles and are not to be trusted. 
In fact, none of these strategies is successful. The desired solutions should be collective in nature, such as the implementation of a network​[164]​. 
As for Clegg’s “technical rules”, lastly, one can also observe that even if discriminatory criteria and evaluation procedures are ruled out nowadays, and even in work settings where HRMs have made a substantial effort to eliminate discrimination, there is no way to keep male colleagues from thinking of women as incompetent, first, and then harassing them with jokes, teasing them, etc. The close scrutiny of women’s mistakes is more effective since it can be managed in order to sabotage women’s work​[165]​:
A co-worker who wants a trainee to fail could make sure that she did. In road building, if everyone does not work together, then the whole job goes badly. When anything starts to go wrong, the tendency is to blame the trainee, but sabotaging a trainee’s efforts was not difficult [followed by an anecdote]​[166]​. 
Gendered organizational cultures provide a fairly good explanation for that phenomenon; indeed, in all the work settings visited, women were in the situation of the ‘skewed group’ as described by Kanter (1977), where women represent not more than 15% of the workers of their professional group. 
In that particular situation, outnumbered, women are known to represent their category to the group whether they choose to or not, and can never escape their auxiliary ‘feminine’ traits, the very ones which helped to isolate them from the dominant group, as we saw earlier: 
This model of interaction bridges the gap between societal and individual level theories. It shows how sex role stereotypes and social dominance and subdominance are translated into experience for the individual through intermediate structural factors such as group composition and norms​[167]​. 
As women stand out because of permanent and highly salient characteristics, the interaction dynamics of skewed groups emerge as a result of three phenomena led by the perceptions of the dominant group with respect to so-called ‘tokens’: visibility, polarization and assimilation. As for the first:
Their performance was closely monitored by colleagues and superiors, so they did not have to compete with male peers to be noticed. But the attention they received was selective. They [...] seemed more often to be remembered for secondary factors, such as dress, than for competence or achievements. They were evaluated [...] against standards of how women should behave​[168]​. 
Much has been said already about polarization; let it suffice to say that women, because of their visibility, will be seen first as a threat, until different information points to a possible assimilation into the group, usually on the terms of the dominant group. As for the assimilation: 
As there are too few tokens, by definition, to form a viable counter culture, they can respond to polarization by either accepting isolation and remaining an audience to some of the group’s activities, or by trying to become insiders [...] If several tokens are involved, their behavior may modify the stereotype. Whilst their proportion remains marginal, however [...] with its accent again firmly on stability, the dominant group can deal with token members by encouraging them to take on roles compatible with stereotyped perceptions of their social type: those of mother, seductress, pet and iron maiden [...] highlighting apparently auxiliary aspects of their behavior and precluding them from displaying task-related competence​[169]​. 
All that was previously said about obstacles in the informal system can well account for the general difficulties encountered by women entering traditionally male sectors. All these processes restrict women to particular positions within organizations, and limit their repertoire of behaviors​[170]​. This could be said of any TMS. 
But it does not account for the differences observed between the settings. These means work effectively in the ‘watchword’ organizations, but they are much less effective in the ‘tolerant’ ones. Indeed, my first intention was, after all, to look for the micro social factors at stake when an AAP fails. 
And at this point, besides providing an explanation for this difference between work places, labor market segmentation provides a way to avoid mechanical causality as well and to distinguish work settings in terms of how well women are welcome and included. As I said in the beginning of the discussion, for me, understanding the very interactions among group cultures towards equity is essential for program success. We can see that, depending on the position of the workplace in the primary labor market (skilled or semi-skilled tier) the solidarity of male colleagues and their means of resistance towards the entry of women is not the same. The permeability of the male culture is not at all the same. 
conclusion
Women in trades and technology are out to improve their working status and conditions, so it is no wonder that we find them in the primary labor market.​[171]​ However, they do not make the same inroads in all the clusters they try to get into:
The problem that must be faced is the threat women pose to higher-priced labor, a problem difficult to solve – and contemporary trends in the economy suggest it may become even more so in the future​[172]​. 
Indeed, there is rising pressure coming from industries in low-wage countries or even from the higher-wage countries that themselves have adopted highly automated techniques and the outsourcing of parts from the Third World or simply more and more subcontracting for laws undermining union control​[173]​. Consequently, since Doeringer & Piore (1971) first wrote about the segmented labor market, the lower and trades tier of the primary labor market have been slowly disappearing, the upper tier has been improving as high-paid professional and technical workers become more numerous and the low-paid, unskilled work is expanding into services. 
In both skilled and lower tiers, wages, benefits and advancement are handled through unions that negotiate collective agreements that cover, among other things, seniority systems. Unions use these institutions (and agreements) to control the labor offer for the most interesting positions. Even in one single organization, for instance, there is a micro segmentation, and seniority systems provide for control over access to better positions. 
But there is an important difference between these skilled and lower tiers in terms of the controlling power they have and in the effect of the exclusion of designated groups (in this case, women); that difference lies in the bargaining power and control which the unions in either tier have over their members. 
In the skilled tier, where unions have better control over their members, I would suggest an economic hypothesis to the effect that culture is used as a means, as a device to keep on controlling the labor markets they do control. It has indeed become harder to justify the exclusion of women from any job market on the simple grounds of gender, as the charters and laws forbid discrimination. But the strong unity these unions have and the effectiveness of ‘watchwords’ provide them with another means of control that other unions do not have, for instance in the lower, less skilled tier. They can rely on these assets to control behaviors and norms without dealing with the uncertainty tolerance brings about. 
This does not mean that unions cannot accommodate allowing members of the designated groups into the primary market: the Vancouver Island Highway Project in British Columbia (BC) is a great example of what can be achieved with proper conditions​[174]​. In an outstanding project agreement covering the management of this large-scale highway construction project, the BC government required contractors and unions to give up the traditional hiring hall practice (for a limited time and space), to deal with a government agency standing in for the hiring hall and looking for a high proportion of members of the designated groups​[175]​. Even if ‘this does not mean that goodwill [...] was bought with their compliance’, both contractors and unions finally agreed to these measures as a result of the give-and-take process inherent in negotiation​[176]​. Since the whole project was completed under budget and on time​[177]​, figures are outstanding: members of target groups accounted for more than 20 % of the workforce during peak building periods, and large numbers were given on-the-job training in trades and operating jobs, and now have their skill certification​[178]​. In return, as we now pretty well know, increased participation of women  helps to improve  the quality of life in TMS environments​[179]​. 
Regardless of how coercive the evidence of ‘equity hiring’ obligations may look, the main actors in this project had considered those an important ingredient of the undertaking, considering the fact that equity measures are not in any way popular in the building trades. This is so for many commonplace reasons: 
-	As the equity initiative had been negotiated as part of the collective agreement, and the whole process had been discussed and voted on, union officers and members felt involved in the deal, whether or not they actually liked it; 
-	When dealing with an irate reaction as a result of the new dispatching process, a union officer could blame it on the collective agreement… 
Guys used to knock at my door saying ‘my wife and kids are starving. You have to hire me.’ Now I say ‘you have to talk to HCL’. It takes the weight off my conscience​[180]​. 
Though even this was not a foolproof argument, as an officer is reported to have said: 
I hope there isn’t a bomb stuck underneath my car when I go home today​[181]​. 
Bearing in mind that a minority of men actively engages in harassment behaviors, but that these behaviors may nevertheless harm and result in early departures, is there anything that can be done? There certainly is: 
-	Even if HRMs cannot change opinions, attitudes and personalities, they can and must rule out harassing behaviors and implement systems to cope with their consequences on women: restroom facilities for women (only someone who has never worked in a plant will laugh at this), buddy systems for training, assigning women in two’s; 
-	In the same manner, HRMs must train supervisors, foremen, and middle managers with respect to their legal obligations towards equity and against harassment; they must learn ways in which to cope with hostility and prevent hostile behaviors from occurring​[182]​; 
-	HRMs as well as unions can implement anti-harassment policies; legally, in Quebec, it is definitely the employer’s responsibility to keep workers from harassing other workers​[183]​; but successful experiences show that an overriding message from the UOC is much more effective. 
-	women’s employment groups can carry on information programs on the high general satisfaction rate among women in blue-collar jobs​[184]​ and ways for coping individually with harassment; 
-	and last but not least, a mandatory requirement to hire workers from target equity groups through a specific negotiated project agreement is essential to the success of the process, “given that the walls that equity has to penetrate are made of concrete and reinforced with steel”​[185]​. Contrary to what one could think, imposing an obligation can serve long-term objectives in changing attitudes among people who would never undertake such a process of their own free will. They may not like it but, to put it bluntly, who likes paying income taxes? But we all pay our taxes as a result of higher level social objectives, don’t we? At least, one of the main counter arguments has fallen with this Vancouver Island Highway Project: It is possible to require equity hiring, without causing chaos in the industry the next day. 
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